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• PART ONE
• INTRODUCTION
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WHEN WHERE WHAT WHY

• In force 28.12.17 
• Digital Economy Act 2017 Sch 1 (Communications Act 2003 Sch 3A)
• Purpose: “to enable access to fast digital communication services for 

citizens and businesses” 
• Gives new rights given to operators, re-balances the relationship 

between occupiers and operators, introduces new “CPO” regime and 
changes the security of tenure provisions to something resembling the 
1954 Act, but “on steroids”. 

• Critically, it lengthens the timeline for removal of apparatus from land 
and means that advice to developers will need to change to take into 
account increased lead-in times. 
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THE KEY POINT FOR TODAY

• The Key to the Code: The Dichotomy between termination and 
removal

• “1954 Act on steroids”
• Termination (Part V or 1954 Act or Common Law)
• Removal (Part VI in any event)
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• PART TWO:
• RELEVANCE OF THE DATE OF CREATION

• OF AN AGREEMENT: PRE- OR POST-NEW CODE
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PRE-NEW CODE AND POST-NEW CODE 
AGREEMENTS

• Key issues:
• Pre-New Code Agreements which are subsisting are governed by 

Schedule 2 of the DEA, which modifies aspects of the New Code and 
contains its own rules concerning the relationship of such agreements 
with the 1954 Act, and preserves certain Old Code rights. 

• Post-New Code Agreements are governed entirely by the New Code. 
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PRE-NEW CODE AGREEMENTS

• Pre-New Code Agreements
• Applies to subsisting agreements: para 1(4), Sched 2
• A subsisting agreement is an agreement or order under the existing 

code 

“which is in force, as between an operator and any person, at the 

time the new code comes into force (and whose terms do not 

provide for it to cease to have effect at that time)” para 1 Sched 2
• What if contractual term has expired?
• Code rights protected are limited (old para 2(1)(a) to (c)) but probably 

matters not from practical point of view: para 3 of Sched 2
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PRE-NEW CODE AGREEMENTS 1954 ACT: 
TRANSITIONAL

TRANSITIONAL : Sched 2
1954 Act 
• Subsisting agreements when New Code comes into force (para 6 

Sched 2)
– Part 5 does not apply if 1954 Act and no s.38A exclusion
– Part 5 does not apply if non primary purpose agreement and there is s.38A 

exclusion
– Part 6 will apply in all cases.
– Current proceedings
– What happens on renewal?
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KEY ASPECTS OF TRANSITIONAL PROVISIONS 
RELATING TO PRE-NEW CODE AGREEMENTS

TRANSITIONAL: OLD CODE
• Para 20 of Old Code: para 16, Sched 2
• Para 21 of Old Code: para 20, Sched 2
• Crest Nicholson v Arqiva 2015
• Tait v Vodafone 2017
• Restrictions on  alienation continue to apply
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NEW CODE AGREEMENTS: Part 2 (paras 8-14)

• Post-New Code Agreements

• Relationship with 1954 Act

• Conferred by occupier: paras 9 and 105

• Conferred on “an operator”

• Conferring Code Rights under para 3

• Conferring Code Rights for “Statutory Purposes”

• Mandatory form and content requirements, para 11

• Exercise of Code right is “to be treated as done in the exercise of a 
statutory power” (para 12(2)). As a result not vulnerable to common law 
claims for nuisance or trespass
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1954 ACT AND AGREEMENTS UNDER THE NEW 
CODE

New Agreements
– Distinction between primary purpose and non primary purpose agreements. 

– 1954 Act will not apply at all to primary purpose agreements (para 4 Sch 3 

DEB)

– Primary purpose agreement: 1954 Act irrelevant and only Code protection 

(para 29)

– Non primary purpose agreement: Part 5 will not apply if the NPP agreement is 

1954 Act protected.

– If NPP is not 1954 Act but is a code agreement will be caught by Parts  5 and 

6. 
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• PART THREE
• THE COMPONENTS OF A NEW CODE AGREEMENT
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THE BUILDING BLOCKS OF A NEW CODE 
AGREEMENT

• Agreement remains necessary for the voluntary acquisition of Code Rights by an 
operator

• For an Agreement to be a Code Right conferring agreement:
– Must confer a Code Right
– Must confer it on an operator
– Must confer it for the statutory purposes
– Must be a right “in relation to land” concerning “electronic communications apparatus”
– Must conform with the form and substance requirements of paragraph 11 of the New 

Code:

An agreement under this Part—
(a) must be in writing,
(b) must be signed by or on behalf of the parties to it,
(c) must state for how long the code right is exercisable, 
and
(d) must state the period of notice (if any) required to
terminate the agreement.
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CODE RIGHTS

• Different types of legal interest an operator can have
• The content of pure code rights: para 3  
• Para 3
• For the purposes of this code a “code right”, in relation to an
• operator and any land, is a right for the statutory purposes—
• (a) to install electronic communications apparatus on, under or over the land,
• (b) to keep installed electronic communications apparatus which is on, under or over the land,
• (c) to inspect, maintain, adjust, alter, repair, upgrade or operate electronic communications 

apparatus which is on, under or over the land,
• (d) to carry out any works on the land for or in connection with the installation of electronic 

communications apparatus on, under or over the land or elsewhere,
• (e) to carry out any works on the land for or in connection with the maintenance, adjustment, 

alteration, repair, upgrading or operation of electronic communications apparatus which is on, 
under or over the land or elsewhere,

• (f) to enter the land to inspect, maintain, adjust, alter, repair, upgrade or operate any electronic 
communications apparatus which is on, under or over the land or elsewhere,

• (g) to connect to a power supply,
• (h) to interfere with or obstruct a means of access to or from the land (whether or not any 

electronic communications apparatus is on, under or over the land), or
• (i) to lop or cut back, or require another person to lop or cut back, any tree or other vegetation 

that interferes or will or may interfere with electronic communications apparatus.
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CODE RIGHTS

• Successors are bound by pure code right: para 10 

• (1) This paragraph applies if, in accordance with this Part, a code right is conferred on an operator in respect of land by a person (“O”)
• who is the occupier of the land when the code right is conferred.
• (2) If O has an interest in the land when the code right is conferred, the code right also binds—
• (a) the successors in title to that interest,
• (b) a person with an interest in the land that is created after the
• right is conferred and is derived (directly or indirectly) out of—
• (i) O’s interest, or
• (ii) the interest of a successor in title to O’s interest, and
• (c) any other person at any time in occupation of the land whose right to occupation was granted by—
• (i) O, at a time when O was bound by the code right, or
• (ii) a person within paragraph (a) or (b).
• (3) A successor in title who is bound by a code right by virtue of subparagraph (2)(a) is to be treated as a party to the agreement by
• which O conferred the right.
• (4) The code right also binds any other person with an interest in the land who has agreed to be bound by it.
• (5) If such a person (“P”) agrees to be bound by the code right, the code right also binds—
• (a) the successors in title to P’s interest,
• (b) a person with an interest in the land that is created after P agrees to be bound and is derived (directly or indirectly) out of—
• (i) P’s interest, or
• (ii) the interest of a successor in title to P’s interest, and
• (c) any other person at any time in occupation of the land whose right to occupation was granted by—
• (i) P, at a time when P was bound by the code right, or
• (ii) a person within paragraph (a) or (b).
• (6) A successor in title who is bound by a code right by virtue of subparagraph (5)(a) is to be treated as a party to the agreement by
• which P agreed to be bound by the right.
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CODE RIGHTS

• Operators do not need to register pure code rights: para 14

Where an enactment requires interests, charges or other obligations
affecting land to be registered, the provisions of this code about who is
bound by a code right have effect whether or not that right is registered.

• How does this work when operator has a lease? 
• Are code rights an interest in land? 
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ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS 
AND LAND

ECA: Para 5

5(1)In this code “electronic communications apparatus” means—
(a) apparatus designed or adapted for use in connection with the provision of an electronic 
communications network
(b)apparatus designed or adapted for a use which consists of or includes the sending or receiving of 
communications or other signals that are transmitted by means of an electronic communications 
network,
(c)lines, and
(d)other structures or things designed or adapted for use in connection with the provision of an 
electronic communications network.
(2)References to the installation of electronic communications apparatus are to be construed 
accordingly.
(3)In this code—
“line” means any wire, cable, tube, pipe or similar thing (including its casing or coating) which is 
designed or adapted for use in connection with the provision of any electronic communications network 
or electronic communications service;
“structure” includes a building only if the sole purpose of that building is to enclose other electronic 
communications apparatus.

“Land” excludes ECA: para 108: Why?
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ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS APPARATUS 
AND LAND

• Where does “land” end and “ECA” begin?
• What is meant by
• Designed
• Adapted 
• French v Champkin [1920] 1 KB 76 at 79 it was said that “The justices seem to 

have treated the word “adapted” [in the Customs and Inland Revenue Act 1888] as if 
it were synonymous with “suitable” or “apt”, whereas it must be construed as 
meaning altered so as to make the vehicles apt for the conveyance of goods. The 
words are intended to cover the case of a vehicle which was not constructed solely 
for the purpose of conveying goods in the course of trade, but after its construction 
has been made apt for that purpose.”

• Davison v Birmingham Industrial Cooperative Society (1920) 90 LJKB 206 at 
208 it was said that “I think “adapted” is used to mean changed or altered or 
transformed.”

• Backer v Secretary of State for the Environment [1983] 2 All ER 1021 the mere 
provision of a bed in a caravan and living in it was not a motor vehicle “adapted for 
human habitation” within the Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act 1960. 
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OPERATOR & STATUTORY PURPOSES

• OFCOM Direction, see website of OFCOM for a list
• Infrastructure providers
• Extended definition of “operator”: see paras 4 and 7

• 1. Rights as against Site Provider
If providing infrastructure system (defined unhelpfully in para 7(1))
Must be “system”

• 2. Rights of MNO against Infrastructure provider
None if provided rights only to ECA
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THE PARAGRAPH 11 PRESCRIBED CONTENT AND 
FORMALITIES

• (1) An agreement under this Part—
• (a) must be in writing,
• (b) must be signed by or on behalf of the parties to it,
• (c) must state for how long the code right is exercisable, and
• (d) must state the period of notice (if any) required to
• terminate the agreement.
• (2) Sub-paragraph (1)(a) and (b) also applies to the variation of an
• agreement under this Part.
• (3) The agreement as varied must still comply with sub-paragraph
• (1)(c) and (d).
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• PART FOUR:
• INVOLUNTARY IMPOSITION OF CODE RIGHTS
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DISPENSING WITH AGREEMENTS UNDER PART II

• Part 4 (similar to para 5 of current Code)

• Notice procedure—if no agreement within 28 days operator may apply to court

• Criteria (para 21):
– The prejudice caused to the relevant person by the order is capable of being adequately compensated by 

money; and

– The public benefit likely to result from the making of the order outweighs the prejudice to the relevant 
person.  Court must have regard to public interest for choice of high quality electronic communications 
services 

• But:
“The court may not make an order under paragraph 20 if it thinks that the relevant person 
intends to redevelop all or part of the land to which the code right would relate or any 
neighbouring land, and could not reasonably do so if the order were made.”  (para 21(5))
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DISPENSING WITH AGREEMENT: PRICE IS RIGHT?

CONSIDERATION
• Consideration dealt with under para 24.  In particular note:
– It is market value (para 24(1) and (2))
– But of value to the landowner not the operator (para 24(2)) 

(“the market value of the relevant person's agreement to confer or be bound by 
the code right”)

– Assumption that more than one site available (para 24(4)(d))
– That the agreement does not relate to the provision or use of an electronic 

communications network (para 24(3)(a), but that the right in all other respects 
“corresponds to the code right” (para 24(3)(c))

– The very favourable Code provisions as to assignment and sharing are assumed 
not to apply

(Para 24(4)(b))

(Note no reference to the usual disregards e.g. improvements, goodwill and prior 
occupation)
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• PART FIVE:
• ANCILLARY RIGHTS ATTACHING TO VOLUNTARY OR 

• IMPOSED AGREEMENTS
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ANCILLARY RIGHTS: ASSIGN, UPGRADE AND 
SHARE

ASSIGNMENT AND SHARING: Part 3
– An agreement is void to the extent that:
• It prevents or limits assignment of the agreement to another operator
• It makes assignment subject to conditions (including the payment of money) to be 

met by operator (other than equivalent of an AGA under the 1995 Act)(para 16)

– Operator may upgrade apparatus or share apparatus with another operator as long 
as:

• No adverse impact or no more than a minimal adverse impact on appearance
• It imposes no additional burden on the other party to the agreement (e.g. affecting 

enjoyment of the land or causing loss and damage)(para 17)

– An agreement is void to the extent that it prevents or limits upgrading or sharing or 
makes upgrading or sharing of the ECA subject to conditions to be met by the 
operator (including payment of money)(para 17)
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• PART SIX
• TERMINATION AND REMOVAL
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TERMINATION PART V

TERMINATION: PART 5
– Statutory continuation of code rights notwithstanding expiry of agreement (para 

30)
– “Site Provider”
– Must serve minimum of 18 months notice (para 31(3)) + not earlier than 

expiry/period provided for by agreement 

Para 7(3) Sch 2
– Note transitional provision:

“Where the unexpired term of the subsisting agreement at the coming into 
force of the new code is less than 18 months, para 30 applies…..as if for the 
period of 18 months referred to in sub-paragraph (3)(a) there were 
substituted a period equal the unexpired term or 3 months, whichever is 
greater. “
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TERMINATION PART V

– Specify one of 4 grounds: para 31(4)
• Substantial breaches 
• persistent delay in payment
• operator not entitled to code agreement 
• Redevelopment : para 31(4)(c): “that the site provider intends to redevelop all 

or part of the land to which the code agreement relates or any neighbouring 
land, and could not reasonably do so unless the code agreement comes to an 
end.”

– 3 month period for counter notice:
• Carry on as before, or new terms or new code rights sought
– 3 month period following service of counter notice for operator to apply to 

court. 
– Court must order termination if site provider establishes one of the grounds 

(para 32(4)). Otherwise court will order as per para 34.
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REMOVAL PART VI

• 5 conditions need to be satisfied
– Not bound by Code agreement
– Agreement terminated in accordance with New Code (but irrelevant unless all 

occupiers/users of apparatus have had their agreements terminated and (arguably) 
vp obtained)

– Apparatus no longer used for operator’s network
– Code has ceased to apply to the person with respect to the apparatus
– Special provisions re transport land rights (railway, canal or tramway) or street rights 
– Cannot satisfy first or second condition if “the land is occupied by a person who 

conferred code right and the code right conferred was not in breach of covenant….” 

• Notice of removal required to be given. Must be reasonable period of 
notice (para 40(4))

• If no agreement after 28 days, landowner can apply to court (para 
40(5)(6))
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REMOVAL PART VI

• Para 37(4)
The landowner does not meet the first or second condition if—
(a)the land is occupied by a person who—
(i)conferred a code right (which is in force) entitling an operator to keep 
the apparatus on, under or over the land, or
(ii)is otherwise bound by such a right, and
(b)that code right was not conferred in breach of a covenant enforceable 
by the landowner.
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• PART SEVEN
• MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS
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MISCELLANOUS

• Contracting out: para 100
• Ownership of property : para 101

Notices: 
• requirements for notices served by operators: para 88
• Landowners: para 89
• In both cases OFCOM have power to prescribe (and have prescribed) 

form of notice. Mandatory to use.

• TRANSPORT: Part 7
• STREET WORKS: Part 8
• TIDAL WATERS: Parts 9 and 12
• UNDERTAKER’S WORKS; Part 10
• OVERHEAD APPARATUS: Part 11
• TREES: Part 13
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• THE END
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WIREDSCORE - CRELA
Tom McClellan

wiredscore.co.uk
@wiredscore



Wired Certification is the 
digital connectivity rating platform 

for commercial real estate
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Research: Tenants care about Connectivity 39

Tenants are finding it increasingly important to have fast and reliable internet connectivity. The 2017 CMS UK research report 

found that Wired Certification is considered a key component to promoting a building to businesses. 

Source: Smart. Healthy. Agile. UK Real Estate Report by CMS (2017)



Our milestones 40

2013

New York Launch
WiredScore was launched in 
partnership with Mayor Bloomberg

2015
2016

London Launch
WiredScore was launched in partnership 
with the GLA and is supported by Mayor 
Sadiq Khan

UK National Launch
with support from Sir Howard 
Bernstein 

2017
France, Ireland, Germany, 
Canada
WiredScore launched in 4 new countries, 
bringing the total to 6



Our growth

400 M + Sq ft of office space currently Wired Certified globally

Sq ft of office space currently Wired Certified in the UK

Office buildings & developments Wired Certified in the UK

50 M +

480 +

41

130 + UK Clients



Building across the UK have adopted Wired Certification 42

The Colmore Building
Birmingham

Orange Tower, Media City
Manchester

The Leadenhall Building
London



Clients include 43



What does matter to tenants? 44

Internet set up time

Internet cost per speed

Internet resilience



What we measure

Connectivity

• Number of internet  service  
providers

• Quality of connections
• Accessibility to cabling in the building
• Presence of fixed wireless 

connectivity

45

Infrastructure

• Number of entry points
• Designated utility spaces
• Structure and security of risers

Readiness

• Presence of signed wayleave 
agreements with internet service 
providers

• Capabilities of management to 
allow new ISPs to easily contract 
with tenants



Why does WiredScore matter to landlords? 46

1 Letting: attract tenants

2 Asset Management: understand a portfolio’s 
connectivity and ensure it is future proofed

3 Investment: increase investment potential

4 Marketing: drive narrative & enhance landlord 

reputation



Why does WiredScore matter to tenants 47

1
2
3

Provides them with transparency 

Demonstrate which assets are future proofed

Incentivises landlords to improve building 
connectivity
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“There will come a point in the near future 
where a building that doesn't have a Wired 

Certification will seem suspicious or 
communicate to the tenant that the landlord 

doesn't care enough about them to commission 
the score - neither is good, and we've seen 

progressive landlords embrace it.”

Juliette Morgan, Head of Campus

British Land



Thank you
Tom McClellan
Tom.m@wiredscore.com
wiredscore.co.uk
@wiredscore
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WAYLEAVES

Connectivity



What new wayleave??

52

• City of London digital infrastructure toolkit
• “This standardised legal document will speed up the process for businesses 

to get superfast broadband and has been published by the City of London 
Corporation” 



Fixed Line Broadband – new wayleave

• Fixed line cable broadband only 
– Virgin
– COLT
– Hyperoptic
– BT 
– Openreach

• Announced August 2016 and backed by
– City of London 
– Government
– RICS
– City of London Law Society 
– Broadband Stakeholder Group

• Practical guidance and negotiated precedent which is already in use
• Toolkit here
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Who was involved in the negotiations?
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Should we adopt the new standard form wayleave?

• What’s better about the new standard wayleave? 
– Licence to alter + wayleave. 
– Route for installation of equipment is better defined (subject to good plans!) 

– Indemnity is £10m aggregate per insurance year.  Common standard practice 
is: 

• Virgin, BT and Vodafone - £10m in aggregate (not per year).  

• Colt - £5m in aggregate (not per year).

– Insurance level is £10m for large buildings and £5m for small buildings.  In 
many standard docs there are no minimum insurance levels.  

– It’s been negotiated for 18 months and operators are coming under political 
pressure to adopt it.  

– Stricter control on location and amount of equipment.  

• What’s worse about the new standard wayleave? 
– Lift and shift - requires 3 months’ notice rather than 60 days for VF, Colt and 

Virgin.  Same as for BT. 
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What’s next on standardisation?

• The Digital Infrastructure Wayleave is being revised to reflect the new 
telecoms code: 
– Alterations
– Sharing 
– Additional equipment 

• Expect to see a new version Summer 2018.  

• New standard form mobile agreement – rooftop and greenfield.  Backed by 
operators, Central London Forward and government. 
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Alison Hardy - Connectivity Wayleave - CRELA 
presentation
© Ashurst 2018

These materials are for training purposes only 
and are not intended to be a comprehensive 
review of all developments in the law and 
practice, or to cover all aspects of those 
referred to. Please take legal advice before 
applying anything contained in these materials 
to specific issues or transactions. For more 
information please contact the presenters or 
your usual contact.
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